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A few notes about search and ranking

Search and ranking with CDI
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Content_Corner/Central_Discovery_Index/Documentation_and_Training/Documentation_and_Training_(English)/CDI_-
_The_Central_Discovery_Index/080Search_and_Ranking_in_CDI

• Users expectations are relative to their experience with consumer platforms, web search engines etc.

• Users usually only look at the top results, they do not scroll through long lists

• Only very few users use boolean operators or advanced search features, the majority just uses keyword 
searching

• Ranking seeks to create a balance – changes in one area can create weaknesses in another – e.g. 
known item vs. topic/exploratory searches

• Search and ranking is not static 

• We continually enhance and improve the search engine to be able to provide users with the best possible 
results for their searches

• Search engine enhancements are small in nature

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Content_Corner/Central_Discovery_Index/Documentation_and_Training/Documentation_and_Training_(English)/CDI_-_The_Central_Discovery_Index/080Search_and_Ranking_in_CDI
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Relevance ranking: The dynamic and the static rank

• Dynamic rank/boost: Represents how well the user's 
query matches each record

• Factors: Field weighting, term weighting, term frequency and 
field length, Verbatim match boost, phrase and proximity 
match boost, exact title and title/subtitle match boost, known 
item search boost

• Static rank/boost: Represents the value of each item, 
independent from the user‘s search

• Factors: Resource type, publication date, scholarly/peer review, 
citation counts, journal rank, anonymous author
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Question 1: Static rank (1)

Question: Can we get more explanation about what the static rank 
is for? Why not just using the match of the search to rank results

Answer: There are too many results in a large index competing for 
the top spots in the result list. The less specific the search is the 
more results are returned and many have the same score for the 
dynamic rank. The dynamic rank is representing the match of the 
search to the results. In order to rank items, we need a second 
score and that is the static rank. It reranks results that have the 
same dynamic score according to a list of value parameters and 
conditions
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Question 2: Static rank (2)

Question: What exactly is the Journal rank that is used as part of the static rank?

Answer: CDI uses metrics from the Scimago Journal Rank 
(https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php) to boost relevance ranking of articles. Currently, CDI 
uses a normalized version of the h-index published in the Scimago Journal Rank. Normalized means 
it is using our own mathematical calculation to make sure that the amount of boosting is adequate 
and not too strong. For example, a journal with an h-index of 300 is not boosted 10 times more 
than a journal with an h-index of 30, and the latter would still sufficiently benefit from the journal 
rank factor.

We are continually reviewing and adjusting the impact of various relevance ranking factors, and we 
might update our use of the journal rank metrics in the future. For example, we are planning to 
improve CDI's journal rank factor by considering the disciplines and/or fields of the journals, and 
weighting journal rank scores accordingly. With this update, journals in certain disciplines, such as 
Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, would be boosted more than they are now. 

https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php
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Question 3: Boolean searches (1)

Question: What are the limitations in terms of number of Boolean operators and number of 
characters in one search string?

Answer: There is no straight forward answer to this. We do have a sort of limit for the number 
of terms/phrases allowed in a search query to protect our search systems from extremely 
extensive and slow queries. This limit applies whether Boolean operators are used or not. For 
example, q=(north OR west) and q=north west would have the same number of terms in the 
query.

However, it's not straightforward to say how this internal limit corresponds to the maximum 
number of terms or phrases in user search queries. This is because CDI's query parser expands 
each user query term or phrase to search in different fields such as Title, Abstract and Author. 
And at a finer level, each term or phrase is further expanded to search in multiple languages. 
As a result, each term or phrase could be expanded to search in the French version of the Title 
field (using the French text analyzer), the German version of the Title field (using the German 
text analyzer), the French version of the Abstract field, the German version of the Abstract 
field, and so on.
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Question 4: Boolean searches (2)

Question: I encountered a difference between searching with 
boolean operators in the simple search and in the advanced 
search (all fields). The ranking seems to be the same but the 
number of search results is slightly different. 

Answer: SoLR is treating the simple search slightly different to the 
Advanced in terms of how it defines the phrases. This is not 
purpose and we treat this as a bug, albeit a minor one because the 
effect is minor. We will be aligning this better, just not immediately 
because other things take precedence. 
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Question 5: Exact phrase searches (1)

Question: How is exact phrase search defined in CDI

Answer: You can search for exact phrases in quotation marks. It 
will however automatically add inflections (singular/plural forms) 
and character normalization because this is how most users 
expect a search to work. Examples:

„neural network“ also searches „neural networks“

“street facade” also searches “street façade”
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Question 6: Exact phrase searches (2)

Question: Why is it not possible to just have an exact phrase 
search (without any automatic expansion (singular/plural etc.))

Answer: We develop the search engine according to how the 
majority of users search. They see the discovery system relative to 
their experience with web search engines, consumer platforms 
and social media and do not understand such differences. In order 
to find as many relevant results as possible, inflections are 
necessary even for exact phrase searches. Ranking however takes 
the exact phrase into account and - all others things equal – gives 
it a higher score than its variations. 
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Question 7: Known item search

Question: We've seen some odd behavior when using "The" in a 
keyword search. For example, "The Key to Survival" keyword search 
brings up nothing but "Key to Survival" brings up the book we're 
searching for. Could you please help us understand what might be going 
on?

Answer: This is not how it should work, please open a support ticket for 
this issue. The word "the" is treated as a stop word in the English 
documents. CDI's exact title match boosting feature also has a special 
handling for definite articles in multiple languages. So, both search 
queries "the key to survival" and "key to survival" should retrieve the 
target record, but the ranking may differ depending on various factors. 
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Question 8: Treatment of material types (1)

Question: Can we prioritize certain kinds of resource types to come up first in 
search results? Also, can we have certain resource types such as "Reviews" display 
after "Books" for example?

Answer: It is not possible to configure this locally. CDI, as with most search engines, 
handles relevance ranking in two steps: 

1) assign a relevance score to each result based on how well the search query 
matches the record, and how valuable the record is, and 

2) sort the results by the relevance scores (i.e., the result with the highest 
relevance score will be the first result). 

Those relevance scores are computed from various relevance factors, and CDI's 
relevance ranking algorithm does assign a higher weight to "Book" records than to 
"Book Review" records but there are other factors that come into play as well. In 
addition, it is often not possible to identify book reviews and they are labelled as 
articles and ranked as such. 
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Question 9: Treatment of material types (2)

Question: Is there a way to hide reviews for books in Primo search results without 
using Angular.js, or at least rank them so low so that they don't appear at the top of 
the search results list?

Answer:

There is no real function for hiding a resource type from the result list. Users can 
use the sticky facet function to exclude resource types and you can use that same 
function to add the parameter (facet=rtype,exclude,reviews,lk) to the link to Primo 
from your library homepage. 

About the ranking: CDI's ranking algorithm assigns a very low weight to records 
classified as "reviews", but it assigns a relatively high weight to "articles“. If book 
reviews can be identified and labelled as such then they get a relatively low score. 
Identifying book reviews is unfortunately not that easy but we are enhancing such 
matching mechanisms continuously to be able to label more book reviews correctly.
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Adding a sticky facet: „&facet=rtype,exclude,reviews,lk“
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Question 10: Treatment of material types (3)

Question: How to make particular materials type ranking lower in the results? e.g. ProQuest 
Dissertation collection currently is higher in ranking (display on top, higher than articles in the 
results list). However, our Academics prefer to find journals articles first. Could we control 
which "material type" to rank first?

Answer: About dissertation results, CDI's ranking algorithm is currently tuned such that 
journal articles with high citation counts and journal articles published in high-quality journals 
are scored higher than dissertations if everything else that affects relevance scores is equal. 
However, other factors are not equal in most cases -- other factors, such as publication dates 
and field matching (e.g., title vs abstract vs full text), all play a role in determining the 
relevance scores.

While it's not possible to tune the ranking algorithm based on just one search case since it 
could negatively affect other search cases, we always welcome feedback. We are maintaining 
a list of reported ranking issues and take a holistic approach to tuning the ranking algorithm. If 
we determine that dissertations are ranked too high in most search cases, we'll adjust the 
ranking algorithm accordingly.
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Question 11: Search features
Question: What are the indexes where you get additional data from when applying your search algorithm? I 
already know about the index where you have singular/plurals, English/American spellings, numbers/spelt out 
numbers, misspellings and this I can easily explain to my clients. What other things are consulted? I want to know 
so I can understand a bit more when I get results that seem a lot higher up in the results list than I think they 
should be.

Answer: CDI applies various language-specific text analysis techniques at index time and query time such that 
various forms of the same word can be cross-searchable. These techniques include:

• Stemming/lemmatization: for English, it handles the singular/plural differences. For some other languages, it 
also considers various forms of verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

• Character normalization: for English and many other languages, it handles case differences and diacritics (e.g., 
fiancé vs fiance). For Chinese, Korean and Japanese, variations of Chinese characters (traditional vs simplified, 
archaic vs modern, etc.) are also cross-searchable.

• Spelling variations: for English, it handles American/British spelling variations.

• Synonyms: for English, some synonyms, such as "big" and "large", are cross-searchable.

For more information, please see the documentation.
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Question 12: Open Access material

Question: Can you rank "Open Access" below subscription 
database results? 

Answer: No, the search engine does not factor in open access or 
subscription when ranking results. Given that for the same journal 
one article can be open access and the other one can be 
subscription we do not believe that this adds value for the 
majority of users. 
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Question 13: Searching for institutional repository articles

Question: Is it possible to get article-level searching for a journal 
that is in our OpenSpaces institutional repository?

Answer: If the articles are indexed in CDI or (if you use Primo) your 
local Primo index then yes, that‘s possible. There are two possible 
ways 

• The articles for this journal are indexed in your repository and you load 
the repository content into your local Primo index

• The articles are indexed in CDI, and you have either an active portfolio 
for this journal in 360/Alma/SFX, or – if this is activated on collection 
level – an active collection
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Thank you!
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